
            I was first introduced to the English language as a child in primary school. Moreover , l have 

been personally with the English language by visiting native English speaking countries ; such as 

America and London (isle of Man ) I have taken many courses to advance my English and joined 

English workshops . l  am currently working full-tıme as an English teacher at Yamanlar Malhun 

Hatun High School in İzmir  (2005 -2015) 

             There are many essential factors that concern the needs of a student learning   English   as a Foreign 

Language. Moreover  , as a non-native speaker of English , I am aware  of the matters that require attention or 

the troubles a student will encounter while learning the English Language . Nonetheless   , experience has 

broadened my horizon and awakened me to the different methods of teaching., attending certified courses , I 

believe I have reached a level of accurate and beneficial competency  by acquiring the CELTA  Course and  

attending certified courses and through travelling to native English countries 

           Travelling to native English speaking countries enables me to experience first-hand the nature 

of the English Language which boosts ones confidence   in speaking, this is achieved  when one 

reaches a level of comfort with the English Language .Lacking confidence in oneself can lead to a 

deficiency in speaking. During my stay in England –Isle of Man , I had the opportunity to be 

introduced to many interesting things that made my visit useful and wonderful.   

 

          Attending   certified English (as a foreign language) teaching courses provided me with concrete 

and detailed information and have  given me so many chances to experiment with language. 

Furthermore, l learned to plan for my lessons and it was challenging in different ways than I 

expected.  I learned full of practical ideas   , new ideas for immediate use in the classroom with all 

level students, development tasks  . Now I   am confident when I face new students and classroom 

situations . 

  

        Outside sources  , such as ; attending seminars , surfing websites and reading books . I have read 

a lot of books such as ; 

The Practice of English Language Teaching - JEREMY Harmer –Longman,  

Techniques and Principles in Language Teaching-Diane Larsen-Freeman – Oxford , 

The Study of Language – George Yule – Cambridge ,  

How Languages are Learned – Patsy M. Light brown ,Nina Spade – Oxford ,  

The TKT Teaching knowledge Test Course – Cambridge ,  

Language Teaching- A  Scheme for Teacher Education –LISTENING –Oxford 

Language Teaching- A  Scheme for Teacher Education –GRAMMAR –Oxford 

Language Teaching- A  Scheme for Teacher Education – VOCABULARY-Oxford 

Language Teaching- A  Scheme for Teacher Education – SPEAKING - Oxford 

Language Teaching- A  Scheme for Teacher Education –READING -Oxford 



Language Teaching- A  Scheme for Teacher Education – WRITING- Oxford 

The Primary English Teachers Guide – Jean Brewster  - PEARSON  

The mixed Ability Class – Paul Seligson  - Richmond  

Helping Students to speak –Paul Seligson –Richmond  

An introduction to Teaching English to Children – Paul Seligson -Richmond 

Teaching Very Young Children - Paul Seligson –Richmond 

Devoloping Resources for Primary - Paul Seligson –Richmond 

Assessing your Students - Paul Seligson –Richmond 

Helping Students to Learn - Paul Seligson –Richmond 

          Reading books , attending seminars and surfing websites flourish people ‘s  mind with 

knowledge. There is no age limit when it comes to learning  and knowledge is always limitless. In 

addition , with the help from websites like ; http://www.britishcouncil.org. One can truly understand 

new techniques and encounter many accurate resources   . 

           The best reason to become a teacher is that you enjoy sharing knowledge with other living, 

breathing human beings whom you show respect to.  

I loved every minute of it. I love being creative with all kinds of activities, I love being a leader who 

the girls looked up to and we have tremendous fun. I felt like I was making a difference in those 

children's lives. If the teacher was able to bridge the gap between him and his students then the 

teaching process would be so easy to achieve.  

         I love children and enjoy watching them learn. I love it when they finally understand a new 

concept.. If one loves his job, he will excel in it and succeed in it.  Love what you do then you'll 

succeed. It's a spiritual feeling that arises   between a teacher and a student. Our job is the most 

sacred job.. 

         Another reason I would like to be a teacher is that I like the lifestyle that a teacher lives. I love to 

be around children and to be a part of their maturation. Children are so precious and full of life. 

         Another word  ;. I initially decided teaching was for me when I was in middle school. I had an 

amazing teacher and a father who is still an English teacher that helped me through a lot. He made a 

huge impact on my life, and I knew then that I wanted to be able to do the same for other kids. I later 

went on to have children of my own, which gave me even more reason to become a teacher. 

           Being a teacher will give me the ability to provide them with not only education, but a lot 

more. I can be there to give them structure, advice, influence, and support when they need it. I feel 

all of these are essential for a great learning experience and I would love to be one of the ones to 

give that to them. In the long run being a great teacher can result in changing someone’s life for the 

better and not even knowing. Giving them the confidence they need to succeed all throughout life. 

http://www.britishcouncil.org/


Letting them know you there to help with any problems  There is no limit to what you can do as a 

teacher .Every day was different. Different fun,  different  drama, different atmosphere. 

 

         To sum it up  , If you are happy at work, you'll be more motivated, energetic, successful and 

confident—and the other people in your life will benefit from your outlook. If the idea of teaching 

develops you, that's a great reason to pursue a teaching career. This qualification will prove to be 

invaluable for my future as it opens up the world to infinite opportunities.   
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